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i use it to burn dvd's and mp4 files to a dvd
for a dvd player that i have. it works great,
and its free. i have used nero before and all
i can say is that it is a rip off. i have been
burned by nero many times before. they
want so much money for updates to the
product, and they only make a few minor
changes in the software. if you are a video
producer, or a video editor, you will be on
your way to having a decent video editor,
or a video editor. for the price, it is hard to
beat. most companies out there charge
you for updates. but dont' get burned by
nero. it is really their fault for not making
updates and bringing out a new edition
every few months with a different price
tag. i thought i might update from an
earlier version of 7.xx since this one
promises to be compatible with vista
(should i decide to upgrade my os). i only
install and use a few of the nero modules
like cover editor, the burning modules,
smart start and tools. so i opened smart
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start and chose to update as the fellow
below so mockingly recommends. i was
taken to a download site where i watched
horrified as a 254 mb download was
accomplished. then update uninstalled my
existing version of nero and restarted my
computer. then the update continued.
when complete, the update had installed
everything nero offers including every
single module that i never wanted, had
never installed before and would never
use. so using the built in update routine
may not yield the results you'd expect. i
did a system restore from a backup i had
made for this occasion and then visited the
ahead site to download the 190 mb update
module. this download, as it has in the
past, let me choose the specific modules i
wanted to install and all went well. this is
nice software for sure but it sure beats you
up when you update.
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works as expected, except it fails to burn a
few of my iso's -- and it takes over 20

minutes to burn an 8gb iso. i really just
want the burner. nero recommends the

installer (is this going to be included in the
next version?) but does anyone want this in

their windows or bootable usb? i'd rather
not have a nero installer on my system and

therefore set this app to be a part of my
bootable usb. i've already started the

install; i'll let you know. i have nero 8.3.2.1,
and i'm still amazed how well it works. i

haven't had anything come up that wasn't
perfect yet, and i'm pretty good at burning,
and i'm using a pc with 8gb of ram! i have
a couple problems, though.. the first is that

i have dual hard drive systems with a
single optical drive in between, and the

single optical drive will not accept disc's i
burn for some reason. other than the fact
that it's not formatted for cd's. this is a

minor inconvenience, but makes re-buying
an optical drive a little more expensive.
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secondly, the program is completely crash
prone for me. when i'm running a program,
and i try to go to a local area on the map, it

crashes and i have to copy the file, and
then copy the file from a usb to the local
area on the map, it crashes and put it to

the map part. so i guess the final part. and
then i burn the disc. no really, and it works
flawlessly for me. finally, after my "friends"
in nero told me i needed to update, i did (3)

and they just keep updating more and
more. the thing about it though, is that
when i go to burn, it tells me i have to

download the update.. and i do it. ok, fine, i
get it, you're updating. now why in the
world do you have a button that says

"stop" when i am trying to burn when you
are telling me to. do you know how

frustrating it is that this is taking up a ton
of time?? plus i gave my money and it is
again costing me more time to update

something i shouldnt have to download. i
will never buy anything from "nero" again.
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